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A NEW DEPARTURE AT PRINCETON.

One of the most striking features in the progress of edu-

cation in America in recent years has been the growth and

development of engineering and technical schools. The old

established institutions of this kind have improved in equip-

ment, new schools have been established, and many of our

colleges have organized technical courses side by side with

their regular academic departments. This has been in re-

sponse to a distinct demand, as is shown by the number

of students taking these courses, and by their growth as

compared with that of the old line colleges.

Two causes are apparent for this tendency. One is to

be found in the great material prosperity of our country and

in the progress of scientific development, especially in the

application of scientific knowledge and principles to the prac-

tical problems of every day life. The extension of railroads

and trolley lines, the growth of manufactures, the increase

of great buildings, which are engineering rather than archi-

tectural works, the marvellous development of electricity,

and the application of scientific principles to the construction

of roads, sewers, and other necessities of civilized life, have

created a demand for trained engineers to plan and build

these works, and to maintain and operate them when com-

pleted. Students, seeing this demand, have flocked to the

courses which prepared men to supply it. It has been no

uncommon thing for every man in the graduating class of

a high grade engineering school to be engaged by some



well established concern months before graduation, and

students of marked ability have frequently had the choice

of several attractive offers.

Still another reason for the growth of technical courses

is to be found in the prevalent belief that they supply first

class training, and that they turn out men who are efficient.

The call of the world to-day is for efficient men. Hard

headed, practical business managers see the advantage of men
who have learned to do things, and to do things exactly.

These technical courses are severe, and they train men to

work hard at difficult tasks. They deal largely with mathe-

matics and mathematical sciences, and work in these lines

trains to precision and exactness. These are qualities that

appeal to the man in the office and the shop, more than

those developed by the broader and more liberal culture of

the regular college. And it must also be confessed that there

is truth in the charge, that the college, with its elective sys-

tem, no longer gives the training that it once did. It gives

breadth, it gives culture, it affords a splendid opportunity

to the serious student who knows what he wants, but it has

not in all cases forced the careless and unwilling student

to work. And after all work is what really trains.

These two causes, the demand for technically trained men
in the engineering profession, and the prevalent belief that

this kind of training develops efficiency for any kind of

business, underlie the growth of engineering schools of late

years. Princeton has always been primarily a college. Her
stress has been laid on supplying a broad and liberal educa-

tion rather than a technical training, and in scientific lines

she has placed the emphasis on pure, rather than on applied,

science. This does not mean that she has entirely neglected

technical work. For years she has maintained a course in

Civil Engineering of excellent character, and during the last

few years this course has been distinctly improved and the

standard raised. A few years ago, under the leadership of
that great scientist and inspiring teacher. Prof. Cyrus F.

Brackett, a new course in Electrical Engineering was es-

tablished. This is of extremely high grade, but it is a gradu-
ate course, requiring four years of college work before en-
tering it, and it has laid more stress on the theoretical than







on the practical side of the subject. For these reasons, while

its work has been of high character it has attracted but few
students. Courses in Mechanical, Mining, and Sanitary En-
gineering and in all the rest of the allied branches, have been

lacking, and while the courses in applied science have been

distinctly improved, the field has been limited. There is

no question that many students who otherwise would have

sought the delightful academic atmosphere and the unequalled

spirit of Princeton have gone elsewhere, simply because

Princeton did not offer the courses that they desired.

Princeton men have realized this lack for some time, and,

therefore, it was with the keenest interest that they learned

that at the January meeting of the Trustees a new office

had been created, that of Dean of the Departments of Science,

and that this office was to be filled by Prof. Henry B. Fine,

Head of the Department of Mathematics, and for several

years in charge of the discipline of the college. Dean Fine

has not only won recognition as a strong teacher and as one

of the leading mathematicians of the country, but by his

handling of disciplinary' matters, and by his conduct of affairs

in the absences from Princeton of President Wilson, he has

inspired confidence in himself as an executive officer. That
this belief is not confined to Princeton is shown by the fact

that a year or so ago he was offered the Presidency of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, a call that he declined be-

cause of the opportunities that were opening in Princeton.

Even yet not all Princeton alumni realize the significance

of this new departure. What does it mean—this establish-

ment of the new office and the appointment to it of a man
like Dean Fine? It means the first step in a new policy.

It means that Princeton proposes to enter seriously the field

of technical education, and to undertake more extensive work
than hitherto in applied science. It means that she recognizes

the demand of the times, and proposes to meet it. It does not

mean that she is going to give up or to subordinate the

regular college course that has so long been her glory, but

it means that side by side with this college course she pro-

poses to establish courses in applied science that shall be

worthy of herself. And for the leadership in this work she

lias chosen one of her strongest and most trusted sons.



What plans will be carried out, and how the work will

be done, it is too early yet to say. The problems of techni-

cal education are complex and difficult. It is by no means

settled as yet what is the best type of technical course, and

the practical questions of requirements for admission, length

of course, proportion of theoretical and practical work, are

not easy of solution. The new Dean modestly says that he

is only studying the questions now, and that he is not pre-

pared as yet to declare any policy. Conversation with him,

however, shows that these problems have long been before

him, and that he is no new student of them. For years he

has seen the need, and the vision of a great engineering

school at Princeton has gradually been shaping itself in his

mind. He has been studying the problems involved, and ac-

quainting himself with the work done in other places, so

that it is no strange task that is thrust upon him, and he

undertakes it with confidence and with enthusiasm.

It would be premature, and a breach of confidence as

well, to repeat much that Dean Fine said recently as to his

hopes and purposes for the new courses, but one question

that came up in conversation in his study at Princeton must

suggest itself to every lover of Princeton, and the answer
that was given to it then involves nothing that calls for con-

cealment.

What advantage can Princeton offer for a technical school

that will enable her to compete with old established, well

equipped institutions which make this line of work their

chief aim? Can Princeton offer anything that will m.ake her

courses more attractive than those at Boston, Hoboken or

Ithaca? This is the question that suggests itself irresistibly,

and to this Dean Fine makes a positive answer. Unques-
tionably Princeton can establish and maintain courses that

will be excellent in instruction and equipment, and there is

one point in which she can offer a distinct advantage. The
greatest weakness in the existing technical schools is in the
narrowness of the instruction and in the lack of a broad and
liberal spirit. They are intense, but they are narrow. They
develop efficiency in their students, but they do not give
breadth and culture. Some of them realize this lack. They
see that an engineer must be a man as well, that breadth and
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culture are as desirable for him as for the lawyer or the

physician, and they have tried to meet the need by introducing

into the curriculum certain courses in language, literature or

history. But these have not solved the problem. A few
hours a week of German, or of English Literature, or of

Economics, may relieve the strictly technical course, but it

cannot change the atmosphere, and in general such studies

have been perfunctorily administered, and perfunctorily sub-

mitted to. The atmosphere of these schools is technical, and

the men who come out of them are efficiently trained, but

they are not liberally educated.

Right here is Princeton's opportunity. Education is as

much a matter of association, of spirit, of atmosphere, as it

is of direct instruction, and one point in which Princeton men
claim that she is superior to every other American college

is in the life and spirit of the place. This atmosphere, this

spirit is a difficult thing to formulate, or to analyze, but

that it exists, and that it is a potent educational force is the

testimony of every man who has spent four years on the

Princeton campus. These new courses will not mean a sep-

arate institution. The engineering school will not be, like

the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale, a separate organiza-

tion in the same town. It will be a part of the old Prince-

ton, its students will live on the Princeton campus, they will

share the Princeton life, they will live in the Princeton at-

mosphere, and come under the Princeton influence. The
government of the new school will be that which has made
Princeton strong, and there is no doubt that the new courses

will be planned and conducted in a liberal spirit, and in such

a way as to give to the students as much breadth and culture

as may be possible without sacrifice of efficiency.

In other words the new departure at Princeton means the

establishment of engineering courses of the highest practical

character, conducted on liberal lines, and offering the students

the opportunity of life and study in an unequalled academic

atmosphere. Princeton already possesses a fine material

equipment for scientific work, and this has recently been

extended by the erection, at a cost of half a million dollars,

of the new Physical Laboratory, a masterpiece of construc-

tion and of adaptability, and admittedly superior to anything
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of the kind in this country or abroad. The tested liberality

of the friends of the university makes it certain that what-

ever additional is needed will be forthcoming at the proper

time, and that nothing will be lacking to put the new courses

on a full equality on the material side with the best that now
exist. Princeton's scientific faculty is strong in men of

scholarship, ability and enthusiasm, and she will be able to

offer courses of the highest possible standard. But beyond

all this, she can offer what no money can buy. and what no
equipment can supply, she can offer these courses in an un-

equalled academic atmosphere, she can invite her technical

students to share in that Princeton life and Princeton spirit

which have made her what she is, and which have left their

impress on so many generations of Princeton students.
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DORMITORY LIFE.

There are educational features that distinguish Princeton

from any sister institution. The recently introduced precep-

torial system has quickened her intellectual life and done much
to combine the advantages of the large university and the

small college. The balanced elective curriculum has strength-

ened and stimulated mental development and discipline. The
honor system in examinations has invigorated moral ideals

and furnished an example of which all her graduates are

justly proud. There is a history back of her that makes the

hearts of her sons beat faster when they realize how she has

always been dominated by the love of country and of truth.

While recognizing the intellectual claim as paramount,

Princeton does not lose sight of the material needs of her

men. The new dining-halls (commons), where 750 men are

fed under student management, tends strongly to that democ-

racy whidi students and faculty alike are aiming to preserve.

Situated in a small town, Princeton has had to develop her

own system of living. Dormitory life has been coincident

with her growth. Whatever the elements that make her stu-

dent life different and distinct from that of any other Ameri-

can university, the part played by the dormitories has been

the greatest factor in giving that life a unique and almost

indefinable charm.

"If you ask for the secret of that strong Princeton senti-

ment which her alumni are carrying all over the land," writes

a graduate, " it is here—in the dormitories, through the long

winter evenings, where lifelong friendships are formed ; under

the stately elms, where in the long spring twilight the little

groups cement those friendships amid chatter and song."

It is through the concentration of the men on the campus
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that those associations are cemented which make four years

of Princeton Hfe a treasured memory for all who have Hved

within her walls. Nine hundred students are now living

practically within calling distance of one another. Nearly

every one of the thirteen dormitories has in addition one or

two preceptors living in it—a strange innovation to those

who may believe this to mark an intrusion on the rights and

personal liberties of the students. But these preceptors are

young men of the right sort, whom the students enjoy visiting

occasionally and from whom they borrow matches with as

much frequency as they would of any other neighbor. They

enjoy the campus and in no essential way do they alter it.

The care-free dormitory life still remains. Through the open

windows of the dormitories the evening music still comes

—

interspersed with laughter and merriment. The old songs

are still sung and the seniors practise yodeling, in competition

for the spring singing. Pianos may be a trifle more common
than formerly, but they are of the identical old makeup

—

antiquated and dilapidated. Their rental comes high, and the

agent waxes fat on the repair revenues that accrue from the

wear and tear incident to hard usage.

The men yet take three steps at a time as they ascend the

stairs and do not wait on ceremony or knock, but come break-

ing through the doors. If there is a change in the dormitory

life in the last few years it has been a mental or intellectual

one. For with the preceptors has come much reading and
considerable increase of "poling," as hard application is

termed.

The freshmen (with the exception of about sixty on the

campus) live on two streets contiguous to the western and
eastern boundaries—in rooming-houses whose capacity is on
the average ten men; but all freshmen look forward to their

admission to the campus—to dormitory life—as the day of

their emancipation.

The magnificent gift of Mrs. Russell Sage of a quarter
of a million for the erection of a freshman dormitory will

hasten the gratification of this desire for the many.
Columbia is unique in its dormitory system, with its

immense structures resembling skyscrapers and containing
hundreds of rooms. Princeton's buildings are small enough
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to permit every man knowing well his fellow entry residents,

if not the entire number of occupants. All the plans for the

prospective dormitories limit them to two (or in some cases

three) stories, with many entries. Even though the day of

the grate fire as a necessity is over, all the later buildings

have been supplied with fireplaces, so the wood fire still re-

mains to remind one of the days that preceded the Age of

Steam. It is around these fires, in the long winter evenings,

when the wind howls outside, that the students love to gather

and while away the time before the andirons. A grate fire

has a peculiarly mellowing influence, and under its cheerful

spell the fellows sit far into the night—as of yore. " Old

wood to burn, old books to read, old friends to talk! " This

is, indeed, a triple alliance of enjoyments—a combination that

is best exemplified in a college dormitory'.

Inscribed over the fireplaces are mottoes culled from the

classics. These, with the names and numerals of former

occupants branded into the woodwork, make the old rooms a

reminder to the present proprietor of the grandeur and glory

of the days that are past. The furniture likewise records

the initials of former owners. Through how many college

generations may a strong chair pass! The dormitory furni-

ture is a fixed and definite mass, obeying the law of conserva-

tion of matter. A room may change its supplies and furnish-

ings annually, but the old fixtures will but find their way

into another man's domicile, and in the aggregate the sum

will remain constant. The distribution alone changes.

In the years of championships fireplaces do not afford

room for sufficient memorials. The doors in " Dod " and the

window seats of " West " all record athletic triumphs, and

some perpetuate the memories of diamond and gridiron war-

riors, famous in song and story. These are the relics that

the " Old Grad " looks for when he returns at commencement

to his reunion and assumes the privilege of possession of

his old room.

When in the course of progress it was found necessary

to tear down East College, the oldest residential edifice on

the campus, a storm of protests arose from its old tenants,

and the destruction is still spoken of by them as the " Crime

of Ninety-six." Now on its location stands the New Libraiy,
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one of the finest examples of college architecture in the coun-

try, but " East " lives only in the cherished remembrance,

of those who, for a period of sixty years, took turns in,

making that their abode.

Other graduates returning find their rooms so altered as.

to be scarcely recognizable. Baths in Reunion appear an

absurdity. Formerly about the only baths were in the gym-

nasium, and they were in great demand. The prospective

bather had to take his turn in the waiting line, on account

of these so-called " gym-jams." In the still earlier days a.

half-mile walk to Stony Brook dam or the canal brought

the only opportunity for a dip. Some one has wondered if

the students of that period did not resemble the German uni-

versity men of to-day, who are reputed to " take a bath only

on medical advice and after prayerful consideration."

The value of Princeton's dormitory system is many-sided

but rather difficult to analyze. Educationally it constitutes.

an atmosphere which has an influence extending much beyond

any curriculum. The essential segregation of the student

body tends to a concentration of the academic influence w'hich

is hardly possible in large towns or cities.

Temptations which meet the pupil at every turn in larger

communities are largely absent here, because both of their

distance and of increased risk of detection and penalty.

In the absence of such and of any but quiet social diver-

sions among the academic circle in the town, the boys inevi-

tably gravitate toward closer intimacies and lifelong friend-

ships from their constant dependence on each other.

The first freedom from direct control and supervision

which is a great danger to many young fellows, is modified

here by a well-defined public opinion which quickly makes
known what is and is not to be tolerated on the campus and
which easily enforces its own decrees.

It is so obvious that the noisy and rough rooms are in

the town boarding houses, while the well-governed and rela-

tively quiet places are on the campus, that every well-wisher

of Princeton welcomes the approaching—and closely approach-

ing—day when all the students will be housed in college

dormitories.

The sense of self-dependence is also greatly promoted, for
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none of the buildings can be called luxurious, although all

have modern accommodations. But boys must look after them-

selves in many matters which in a boarding house would be

cared for without any thought from them.

Beyond and above all this there is a subtle influence which

cannot be defined, but which every Princeton man can feel

—

if ever so faintly—on seeing a picture of his old dormitory

or any well-known spot on the campus.

As to the buildings themselves, no dormitory is dominated

by any clique, club or class. The rooms are allotted to appli-

cants in the room drawings in May. The cost varies with

the location in the building and with the general cost of the

structure. The room rents bring in a total of $75,000 annu-

ally, which represents a charge of about four and one-half

per cent, on the investment. The majority are in suites of

two bedrooms and a study, and no chronicle would be complete:

without a reference to the friendships of room-mates in col-

lege, which is the best thing in the whole dormitory life.

All of the dormitories, practically, have been donated'.

The class of seventy-nine was the first to carry out the project

of erecting a class memorial in this form. The ten classes

between 1892 and 1901 under President Patton's administra-

tion presented Patton Hall two years since. The class of

seventy-seven is erecting another dormitory, which will ma-
terially lessen the number of those persons who have been

deprived of the privilege of rooming on the campus, but there

is still need of more buildings.

Since all the Princeton buildings occupy a commanding
position on the crest of the hill, the student body may look

out from their windows over the surrounding country and

view a landscape of surpassing beauty.

As the scene from this hill is captivating, so is the distant

prospect of the university turrets and towers. Princeton has

reason to feel proud of her architecture. An authority in

" The Architectural Record," writing of the later designs

employed here, says: *' If there is anything more poetic, col-

legiate or racial than the composition of these buildings, so

far at least as the product of the last four centuries is con-

cerned, I do not know what it is. The thing is neither

monastic nor medieval; it is without affectation or theatrical
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quality. It strikes exactly the right note—it is sufficiently

British, sufficiently American, a perfect model of sound design

and impeccable theories." These are the surroundings in

which students are passing four happy years.

When in June the members of the graduating class come
down to the station to hoist their comrades through the win-

dows of the train that is to separate them from one another,

the view that the departing graduate gets is that of the western

facade of " Blair " and " Little," with the towers of " Wither-

spoon " in the background—a stately sight. The last look

shows the other dormitories, all abounding in memories, and

all part of the mind picture which he will carry through life.

On his return it is again the dormitories that first catch his

eve—and the flood of memories returns.
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